A HISTORY OF WAL MART
Walmart as we know it today evolved from Sam Walton's goals for great value and great customer service. â€œMr.
Sam,â€• as he was known, believed in leadership .

Then on 26 July Walmart announced a complete pull-out from the German market; all existing 85 stores were
sold to the Metro Group , which rebranded most of them to Real hypermarket. Union-busting, gender
discrimination, and off-the-clock work aren't innovative; they're illegal. The s saw an era of furious growth on
an unprecedented scale and the incorporation of several new ideas and technology into the business.
Developments of this sort have led the company to form a war room of political PR experts from both parties
-- including Ronald Reagan's image-meister Michael Deaver, and Leslie Dach, a media consultant to Bill
Clinton -- to generate more positive media coverage. By this time, Walmart was operating in five states :
Arkansas , Kansas , Louisiana , Missouri and Oklahoma , and expanded into Tennessee in , and Kentucky and
Mississippi in They expanded into Florida and Nebraska in Walmart's History Walton was known as "Mr. In
, Rep. But character also played a role. For example, there were two separate cases, one in and one in , in
which black employees were suing two different Walmarts for denying them jobs based on race.
Discrimination is a difficult thing to prove, but the figures in the case do not look good. So why pick on
Wal-Mart? Also in , Walmart launched its Wal-Mart Television Network, a vast, in-store advertising network
showing commercials for products sold in the stores, concert clips and music videos for a recording artist's
media, trailers for upcoming movie releases, and news. A spark, a symbol chosen to represent Walmart
associates, replaces the star. In the same year Walmart also branched out into several new markets, launching
its pharmacy , auto service center, and jewelry divisions. Their US presence had grown so rapidly that there
were only small pockets of the country that remained further than 60 miles away from the nearest Walmart.
The exterior sports the less-common hunter green background behind the Walmart letters instead of the
trademark blue. The majority of the suits are class action lawsuits in which employees are suing for unpaid
wages. It was also because he lived an outwardly modest life, driving an old truck with his hunting dogs in the
back. That case now involves nearly two million women, and, in , it was certified by Judge Martin J. A man
standing behind the largest store chain in the world is Sam Walton, a man who changed the way we see
business today. Wal-Mart is appealing the case. History of Walmart shows acquiring smaller companies What
a company already running on the stock market is moving forward buying smaller companies to enlarge its
chain. The study suggests that Wal-Mart is significantly less generous than other large retailers. Walmart
announces plans to increase its starting wage rate for all U. In April , the company opened its first Sam's Club
store, a membership-based discount warehouse club , in Midwest City, Oklahoma. The company instead cites
a study that it commissioned from the consulting group Global Insight, which found that Wal-Mart's wages are
on par with those of other retailers. Perhaps he wasn't satisfied. Although Target and Kmart both take pains to
head off workers who might organize a union -- Costco, by contrast, has some unionized employees -Wal-Mart still leads the competition. Sam Walton's strategy is built on an unshakeable foundation: the lowest
prices anytime, anywhere. Walmart expanded into its final state Vermont , and also expanded into South
America, with three new units in Argentina and five in Brazil. The simplest way to save money is to avoid
paying people for all the hours that they've worked -- a practice called off-the-clock work. Continue Reading.
Sundown Rule: Employees should answer all customer and supplier questions on the same day the questions
are received. Walton, by contrast, realized he could do better by passing on the savings to his customers and
earning his profits through volume. And there are signs that the company is beginning to recognize the need
for change. But the verdicts so far suggest a widespread problem. But there are myriad other ways that
employers can cut costs at the expense of workers. Brad Seligman, who is lead counsel on the gender
discrimination cases against both Wal-Mart and Costco, stresses that, even accounting for differences in size,
Wal-Mart is exceptional. Sam" begins to take Walmart national, providing his vision's widespread appeal.
While the "Dateline" flap was short-lived, Wall Street soon found other reasons to lose faith in the company.
Here, from Fortune, is a portrait of Walton at a Saturday-morning meeting in [Walton] proposes that whenever
customers approach, the associates should look them in the eye, greet them, and ask to help.

